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Introduction 

The Association for Bright Children of Ontario (La Société pour enfants doués et surdoués de l'Ontario) is an all-volunteer, 

provincially incorporated support and advocacy group. ABC supports parents of bright and gifted children across 

Ontario.  

About this Report 

In June of 2015, ABC surveyed its members to gather feedback on priorities. This report presents final findings from the 

English survey. Throughout this report, section headings reflect verbatim question wording. Where percentages add to 

more than 100%, members selected more than one survey response. 

What is your current involvement with ABC? 

Involvement # 

responses 

(English) 

% 

ABC member 216 58.1% 

Use the website resources 143 38.4% 

Attend local chapter events 75 20.2% 

Other 68 18.3% 

Use the ABC forum 62 16.7% 

Attend ABC annual conference 34 9.1% 

Volunteer with local chapter 29 7.8% 

Volunteer with ABC Ontario 12 3.2% 

 

  



Top Priorities 

What do you think should be top priorities for ABC for the next two years? 

 

Our top priority is to advocate for bright and gifted students at all levels of government 

 

Among comments, respondents emphasized the importance of advocacy to “shift the paradigm” and make “specific 

policy change.” Additional comments included: “Increase awareness of giftedness among pediatricians and medical 

doctors to create a medical mandate to support educational advocacy” and “Influence the school boards for better 

programs for the bright children and lower number of students per class as well as more understanding teachers.”  

6%

12%

12%

13%

19%

21%

28%

44%

64%

Other

Engage and increase membership

Organize an annual conference

Secure reliable funding

Increase awareness of ABC among parents

Increase awareness of ABC among teachers

Support local ABC Chapters in expanding their activities

Provide a forum for those interested in bright and gifted

education to meet, learn from, and support each other

Advocate for bright and gifted students at all levels of

government

(n = 427) 



Which of the following ideas do you think would be most effective to increase engagement? 

 

Members would appreciate regular newsletters and webinars to increase engagement in the organization.  

  

4%

12%

19%

28%

33%

42%

52%

Refresh the ABC branding (develop a new logo)

Other

Update the provincial website

Provide additional website resources

Set up a network of mentors for new members

Facilitate regular webinars for information sharing

Issue a regular newsletter

(n = 426) 



ABC Website 

How often do you visit the ABC website?  

Fewer than one in five (17%) respondents visited the 

website once a month or more (n = 417).  

 

 

Please tell us about your reasons for visiting the ABC website 

Respondents gave a variety of reasons for visiting the website which grouped into five themes described below: 

Theme # 
Comments 

Examples of comments  

access information/resources 143  Acquiring information to assist my children 

 …was looking for resources to help my child 

 IEP and IPRC information 

check for events and programs 58  Check upcoming events 

 To find out about youth programs 

access the member forum 35  Check the comments on the message board 

find local chapter information 27  To see if there's any activities or chapter meetings in my area 

 Find contact info for local chapter 

get advocacy support 17  Help with advocacy - help understanding system 

miscellaneous   Looking for ideas for our chapter events  

 

Among additional comments, respondents voiced concerns that the current website is unreliable and rarely updated. In 

fact, 28 respondents left comments indicating they did not use the website. One respondent commented, “It needs a 

fresh, modern face and interactive data.” 

Daily 2% 

About once a week 4% 

About once a month 11% 

Once every few months 24% 

Rarely 49% 

Never 11% 



Which of the following are priorities for updating the provincial website? 

 

 

What additional website resources do you think would be most helpful? 

 

5%

6%

9%

55%

66%

70%

73%

Create a new logo

Present information in French

Other

Add a functional calendar for local chapters

Add a page dedicated to Canadian research on bright

and gifted kids

Add information about extra-curricular (outside of school

time) programs

Add a page of links to other online resources about

giftedness

7%

50%

62%

66%

79%

Other

Information on local ABC chapters

Information and resources for educators of bright children

Information and resources for bright children

Information on parenting bright children

(n = 402) 

(n = 401) 



 

Additional comments on website priorities and resources included: 

 Requests for local information:  

o List reps for each Region and Board 

o Advice for parents regarding how to find out about gifted education in their board Resources for 

teachers to use with gifted students or links for teachers 

 Suggestions for Additional Resources: 

o Resources for dual diagnosis / 2e kids 

o Mental health resources for supporting our kids 

o Info on how to appeal placements and add gifted Ontario Ed tribunal cases 

o How best to support younger exceptional children 

o Webinars people could watch when they wanted to... See the Partners for Planning website 

o Listings and reviews of schools 

o Info in other languages 

o ABC position statements  



Yes, 

60%

No, 

40%

Membership Fee and Funding 

Would you be willing to pay an annual membership fee to access ABC Ontario events, activities, programs, 

and member-only information on the website? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While the majority of respondents agreed they would pay a membership fee, some expressed concern about value for 

money and how to support low income families with high-ability children.  

What is a reasonable fee per year for... 

Membership type Mean Range 
Student $20 0 - $150 

Family $51 0 - $250 

Professional $85 0 - $1000 

 

(n = 385) 

I would not pay to be a 

member for the way it is now, 

it needs big improvements 

before you ask people to pay  

Keep fees low until you prove 

your value. 

After being a member for 

over a year now I know that 

there is value, and therefore 

worth providing money to 

the organization. 

I would pay to join an 

organization with active 

events. 



What other funding sources should be considered? 

Over 250 suggestions for other funding sources grouped into six main themes. The table below provides verbatim 

comments relating to each theme. Comments were chosen to illustrate diverse ideas within each theme. 

THEME # 
comments 

EXAMPLES OF COMMENTS  

Grants, Government 

Funding 

72  Government Trillium or similar grant programs 

 PRO Grants 

 Provincial - ministry of children and youth; ministry of education; any youth 

serving grants 

 Community grants for special events/conference 

 Government grants are useful for specific events, but are not dependable 

as a regular revenue source 

 

Advertising/Corporate 

Sponsorship 

65  Corporate advertising on website (Indigo, Mastermind, etc. - education 

related) 

 Sponsors - large corporations; pegs who benefit from gifted communities 

e.g., Spirit of Math, chess schools, Legoland, lego schools, robotics and 

programming schools, private schools, university outreach, Apple, Microsoft, 

Minecraft, Mastermind Toys, Scholar's Choice. Typical family venues like 

Great Wolf Lodge, Canada's Wonderland, etc. 

 Business owners 

 Provincial  Textbook producers 

 Industry - companies like Corel, Thales, GDC, OpenText 

 Strategic alliances with any universities?  Tech companies within Ontario 

should be supporting gifted kids in elementary and high school and this 

would be a great way to go about it. 

 

Fundraising Events 45  Fundraising drive/campaign - it has never been done 

 Community events. Summer BBQ events 



THEME # 
comments 

EXAMPLES OF COMMENTS  

 Selling something (shirts, bookmark sets, etc...) 

 E-cycling day 

 Walkathons,  Runs,  Readathons 

 Garage sale, bake sale, silent auction 

 Lottery 

 Group get togethers, coffee morning fund raisers. Festival similar to the 

annual Lowville Park get together. Raffles.  Seminars! Advice / mentor 

evenings 

 Annual yard/garage sale with items donated by members and interested 

general public. This would also increase awareness of gifted children in the 

public eye. 

Donations (Including 

Crowd Sourcing) 

33  donation button on website 

 Crowd sourcing, social media campaign? 

 donations at workshops 

 pursue charity or NGO status so that donations are tax refundable 

 I am sure some successful gifted people would do endowments or trusts 

 Examples: https://charityvillage.com/directories/funders/canadian-

foundations.aspx  http://mauricepricefoundation.com/app.pdf 

 donation bequeathed in a will 

Conferences/Workshop

/Seminars 

27  Access fee for webinar providing it is of quality   

 Paid workshops 

 Seminar and Speaker Series 

 Providing professional education for a fee might help (see the Geneva 

Centre’s online certificate courses for educators as an example) 

 Annual conference - paid to attend and charge exhibitors, and get 

corporate sponsors 

 

http://mauricepricefoundation.com/app.pdf


THEME # 
comments 

EXAMPLES OF COMMENTS  

Fee-Paying Programs 6  Camps 

 Registration fees from programming undertaken 

 Small addition to the Take Off program fees some chapters offer 

Miscellaneous 9  Consultation fees for expert resources 

 Set up a mentoring service for which educators or families would pay a fee 

to access 

 Resource sharing 

 School membership  

 Developing programs which makes it simple to sponsor or donate to ABC in 

some way.  We have the biggest companies and most innovative 

companies in the world (Google, Facebook, IBM etc) which all have a 

significant presence here.  Do we have an executive position that is 

devoted to finding funding sources? Can we ask our membership to reach 

into their own networks for sponsorships, etc?   

 Make better use of volunteers - ABC parents have a wealth of skills which 

could be put to use 

 Pay to download resources and other items - develop a journal which I* 

could run and sell articles via download - perhaps a small fee to publish - run 

a conference and make money this way every 6 months 

 Have a grant writer, who could apply for Trillium Foundation grants, Social 

Sciences and Humanities Council of Canada grants (such as the partnership 

or collaboration grants), and so on.  

 Meet criteria so that families may claim ABC activities on their tax returns (as 

they can with hockey, camps etc) 

*Unknown respondent 

  



What do you think ABC Ontario can do that will be most helpful to you? 

Respondents offered over 275 comments in response to the question about what ABC can do that would be most 

helpful.  

Theme # 
Comments 

Examples of comments  

Provide more resources 

and information 

85  Be a resource for parents, link to sources and support 

 Provide current, accurate, useful resources for Canadian educators 

 Resources for psychologists 

 Resources for bright students 

 Web/Seminars and resources for high school students 

 Give me info on homeschooling my child 

Advocate 61  Speak with one voice, consistent message  

 Lobby for education alternatives 

 Creating more awareness among public and government officials 

Increase local activity 

and expand chapters 

36  Expand the network of chapters! 

 Help me to set up a network in my city to share information and activities. 

 Information sessions face to face locally 

Offer additional 

programs and events 

25  Organize more educational events for parents 

 Provide workshops, webinars and conferences 

 Continue to provide enriched programming for children 

Provide support to 

families 

21  Provide support through articles and personal support   

 Help me navigate the options for my gifted child. Help us to not think we are 

crazy. 

 Make yourselves more accessible to parents who are sure yet if their child 

belongs in this group or not 

Facilitate networking 

among families  

17  Stay active and keep the forum going 

 Provide local mentorship and encourage local parental support groups 



Theme # 
Comments 

Examples of comments  

email a regular 

newsletter 

9  Regular emails to keep me thinking about ABC Ontario 

 A quarterly newsletter 

Update website, 

respond to emails 

promptly 

9  Get a website that works so parents can find answers 

 Respond to emails, answer the phone 

 Faster response times 

Help with assessments 2  Access to testing for bright children younger than 8 

Welcome new 

members  

2  Engage new members better. Currently there is no "welcome" package for 

new member or information on how to help within the local chapter of ABC. 

Support French 

communities 

2  Involvement with French communities 

Miscellaneous (single 

mentions) 

  Encourage more research  

 Provide more forums to interact with psychologists and educators who can 

help bright kids who just miss the cut-off get the support they need. 

 … bursaries for parents who can't afford to attend the ABC annual 

conference or other conferences. I 

 



Additional Comments 

Unsorted, verbatim additional comments: 

5.8% of York region public students are gifted yet ABC does not support them with chapters 
ABC does a great job and has a tireless and dedicated team of volunteers. Thank you! 
As we are heading into the university era teacher resource at that level would be helpful 
[Volunteer name] has done a great job! 
Hope to see things continue despite funding and organizational challenges. 
Hope we can build one strong community starting now. 
I am grateful for guidance I have received through ABC 
I appreciate all that you do. 
I didn't know you existed until I searched for you. It shouldn't be that hard. 
I found it to be a valuable resource when my children were young.  
I found that I have learned a lot about "gifted kids" through this organisation.  
I hope this survey provide you the positive direction for change. Keep up the good work! 
I just want to say how thankful I am for the forum.   
I think you have an opportunity to "go large" - such a need for ABC!!! 
I was initially very hopeful but found that ABC did not provide truly relevant resources. 
I would like to obtain meeting notifications a few weeks in advance. 
Keep up the good advocacy work!   
Keep up the good work  
Make ABC Ontario relevant again. Fund research that supports the needs of gifted children. 
Making it easier to contact ABC Ontario to ask questions and get detailed answers or advice. 
More regular programming would develop and maintain interest. 
My parents were members when I was a kid, approximately one hundred years ago! 
Need communication with French school boards 
Perhaps student and family get togethers or meet ups would be great.  Area related emails?  
Please arrange meetings with in the Toronto area 
Support local chapters to get engaged.  Parents meeting parents -- grass roots support. 
Thank for the work that you do. 
Thank you 
Thank you for advocating for our children  
Thank you to ABC for all you do! 
Thank you to the ABC Ontario volunteers.    
Thanks for doing this! 
Thanks for offering a treasure box of gifted children's know-how for all new parents!! 
Thanks to the Ottawa chapter for their helpful info.  
The only event I heard of this year is a picnic which seems to be for families with younger kids. 
The website is unprofessional and disorganized.    
This is a very worthwhile cause.  



This survey is a good idea to have more members involved. 
ABC Ontario did not reply to my inquiries so were therefore of no use to us. 
need to reach parents of gifted at an early age 
thank you for existing and for all the hard work you do.  
thanks for asking... it better meets the needs when you know what the needs are 
The survey might be a good idea for annual feedback from members (i.e. changing needs).  We're glad there is an organization such as this, although it's a shame there is an 
arbitrary cut-off (98%, etc.) for giftedness. 
I do not yet see the usefulness of ABC. Before asking for money, the mandate should be clear and the intent.  
The web site is the most unfriendly, I felt bad, I have a Gifted Child, attending a Gifted Program with the TCDSB. 
I found the local meetings and social events very useful when my children were younger.  Now that they are finishing high school, we don't use ABC as much. 
Chapters websites and Facebook pages are never updated. Opportunity to volunteer never followed up on.  
ABC is a great program, but it does have its flaws and could be better. So I do hope that you take what I said here into consideration. Thank you. 
1. When my children were in JK & SK, I tried to get information from ABC but was unsuccessful in getting any accommodations for my kids at all (even though the teachers 
completely agreed that they were far above the rest of the class). I was told to just wait until grade 4 (which I didn't agree with and didn't do).  2. Once the kids were in the 
gifted program in grade 5, I didn't seek any further help, but I felt that the gifted program in public schools does not really address the needs of gifted children -- they are 
only given extra work and extra projects, but not really pushed to learn more or work hard like regular students are.   I occasionally visited the ABC website, but didn't really 
see any options to help me of my kids.  
I was involved in ABC Halton, and have since moved to ABC Waterloo - I have noticed that this local chapter does not have the same level of involvement within the board 
and I have not been able to call upon much support with my "fight" against the board.  I have 2 out of 4 children that are officially identified - 1 of which is the extreme - 
bright but not academic - and it is this child that I am finding the education system here in Cambridge failing her. 
I visit the forums often and I don't know how to give you money.  You might also want to look into micro payments for those who would find give a dollar or 2 a month 
easier than a bigger chunk once a year. 
I would be interested in volunteering with ABC on occasion if there was more clarity into what is needed or how I can serve. 
I heard rumours that ABC Ontario is pushing for congregated gifted classes for 90th%ile.  I'm hoping this is incorrect, the whole point of congregated is to allow a place for 
the 98 or 99 or 99.6+ to be able to find like minded peers and go at an appropriate pace.  I think almost every kid at my kid's suburban school would meet the criteria.  Isn't 
this basically streaming at an even younger age.  There is already backlash at high school streaming, starting earlier isn't the answer.  Classifying most kids as spec ed dilutes 
the extremes that truly have special education requirements.  
How are we involving students?  Can we find ways to provide volunteer hours for our gifted kids?! They are tech savvy, need volunteer hours, etc - we could get them 
involved in promoting and fundraising ideas, etc.  Do we have a committee of kids within ABC?  I don't see a student on the executive or Board of Directors.   
Survey was a good idea. Keep a strong voice on behalf of the kids - they are worth it.  Continue Consortium for Ontario Gifted. 
I have been having trouble accessing the ABC website.  I would find it helpful to be able to connect to my local chapter (Waterloo) on Facebook.    I made an attempt on 
their page and no one replied to my post.  It would also be helpful if Guelph had a chapter. 
ABC Ontario and chapters need understand fully and support the organizational mandate to represent bright and gifted students at all levels - in government/education 
sector, at home, and in the community - providing resources, and appropriate voice to issues/changes that impact gifted education negatively. 
There is lack of resourcing and information provided for high school students.  A venue for them to become independent and build their own network through ABC could 
help with that.  Maybe include sections about scholarships, AP/BI, competitions. 
I would love a monthly newsletter in my inbox. It's a quick reminder that I have ABC as a resource when life is really busy. 
I'm glad it was sent out. Email was a good choice, with everyone always checking it. Thanks for caring! 
Good luck - keep up the effort and strengthen the organization.  It needs to stay alive and available to Ontario parents. 
Stop worrying about funding and get more involved with school boards, get some press, start being active. Money will come once people feel the need for the organization. 
Thank you for the tremendous amount of time and dedication and knowledge for the ABC Ottawa chapter and the ABC Takeoff classes.  Without their extreme effort, our 
family would be lost in an ineffective quagmire of acronyms and no further ahead in our children's education needs and challenges!  Without their information our 



Gifted/LD kids would have been so lost in the system and unhappily so with students and teachers.  Now that we and the teachers understand, the children understand 
strengths and weaknesses and that they are not alone and they are doing well socially and academically.  This is priceless.  The proof positive is that they are both more 
than thriving and for that, honestly I would pay far more than the $25 I suggested but I assume not everyone would know about this extensive value at the outset.  As it is, I 
"stand on the rooftops" and sing ABC Ottawa's praises to anyone remotely interested.  And the view is echoes by all I have spoken to who have experienced their skill.  
Thank you for everything. 
The one thing that I do not likes out attending events is that there are the same people and there always seems to be a competitive feeling in the room. I wish that the 
focus of some events was not about how smart these kids are. Academics is not the only aspect in their lives. They need additional types of activities to make them 
incredible people in our society. They're smart, we know that, what is their struggles. Let's give them more resources for those issues. 
 There is not much helpful information for parents on the web site. Discussions in forum are headless. Every one shared their own limited opinions and hardly any valid 
practical suggestions. Your site needs to have unique and useful information before you can charge people. If there is nothing worthy, charging "membership" fees will only 
have the opposite effect. 
We have to believe in our bright student population......and we should not waste their talents.....and abilities...... I think, ABC Ontario is already doing a good job. We wish to 
see more people getting involved to help to create awareness about the gifted students and their needs. We need more and more support and I guess this survey will give 
some idea about our thoughts and help these students in a better way in the future. Thanks!!! 
I found the first page of this survey very concerning, though consistent with what little I can find out about ABC priorities these days.  I know - more than most, I suspect - 
that being a good advocacy organization requires profile, and convincing others that the organization is important and speaks for a large group.  However, I am really 
worried that ABC's potential priority list is almost entirely about marketing and self-promotion, with only the vaguest ideas as to what it would do with such influence if it 
had it.  I strongly recommend starting with a clear priority list of what changes could have the greatest impact for gifted kids in this province, then narrowing it down to one 
or two easy wins and one or two long term challenges.  That list and its prioritization MUST be done with wide member input, and if it is, will have wide member buy-in and 
lots of people willing and able to pay for and help implement.  Our spec ed programs are under the gun like never before, gifted minds are being irrecoverably shut down in 
schools every day.  What are we going to do about it?  We must also be wary of losing a coherent focus in the drive to be big and important.  Many children have special 
needs, and all bright children deserve more than they are getting in the Ontario classroom.  We can easily help all by focusing on building better tools and resources for 
differentiation, for example, that aid across the spectrum of needs.  In contrast, the US experience provides vast evidence that redefining gifted as the top 10% has 
disastrous effects for all, transforming gifted programs for truly divergent learners into high-workload IB/AP style programs for bright kids with no quirks, LDs, executive 
function issues or out-of-the-box approaches.    Why does ABC exist?  What is it trying to change?  How could the world look better in five years if we did something about 
it?  Raised membership, awareness and fancy marketing does not, in itself, change a thing. 
The TRAIL program or gifted program was very important to our son.  It kept him interested in school and helped to support his self-worth.  I hope it can be reinstated for 
others. 
As I said, for an organization that has been around 40 years the profile in the community is very disappointing.   There needs to be a winning and enduring strategy behind 
this organization - try mental health, entrepreneurship, innovative mentoring etc... to make giftedness a real part of each community.   There also needs to be a vibrant 
website. Even better would be an office space in a few communities in Ontario - Toronto, Niagara, the near north and the far north where anyone can go at least two or 
three days of the week to talk to someone knowledgeable and experienced with the gifted.  This could be in a church, a community hall, a school building or other.  We also 
have to have some brick and mortar presence in Ontario.    
Please help support local chapters to organize events that get bright children together discovering their world with likeminded people.  Thank you for giving me the 
opportunity to fill out this survey 
I believe ABC is doing good as there are so many parents interested in this program. Unfortunately this did not work for us. 
Great resource when I needed it. I don't access it anymore as I'm not sure what relevant information there is for me at this stage. Not sure my kids (13/15) would find it 
useful either. Activities when they were young were great and parent support from those who had navigated the system before us was invaluable.  
I would be particularly interested in resources focusing on issues of giftedness and emotional/mental health in adolescents, as well as issues of motivation and 
achievement. 
A logo is the least of your concerns so don't focus time and resources there. I went to ABC hoping to find a community of like-minded parents looking for solutions/ideas on 
how to parent gifted kids...I haven't gotten that and fulfill that need elsewhere. 



ABC Ontario should focus on establishing province wide methods of engaging parents so that as individual chapters rise and fall in volunteer members and dedication to the 
cause, that consistency is provided from the provincial organization and efforts not lost - I feel like it's hard to make progress when each chapter keeps starting over as 
executives come and go - and perhaps it's time to spend big money on public advertising, since so many schools never follow through on giving ABC pamphlets to families 
at IPRCs etc.   
Nice resource, hope this survey will help ABC to make their future planning. Thanks for the opportunity to go through this survey. 
Trying their best with volunteers. I understand 100% about volunteering and how we are all already so busy so I appreciate anything really.  
Our daughter thoroughly enjoyed the programs which ABC offered and the staff were all very friendly and efficient.  Her Vice Principal at her elementary school suggested 
we attend, otherwise we would not have known about your terrific organization.  We haven't attended in the past year since she is interested in courses that would meet 
the needs of an older child.  Continue your great work, it is very much appreciated by all the parents that attend! 
There is already a clear agenda.  Next time, it would be helpful to have the agenda and allow true insight into it instead of asking leading questions to validate what the 
organization is going to do. 
This survey was a welcome correspondence from ABC, I believe.  the assn should find a way to advertise its existence in order to garner more support by highlighting its 
value-add to children's education 
Sell the Mensa association to your advantage.  Lots of people are attracted to the prestige of the name.  
Perhaps instead of ABC Ontario, for branding change the name to Gifted Ontario, or something...some parents of older children may not connect with ABCs.   
Many people in the education system still know very little about the unique learning needs of gifted children. There are still many stereotypes and eye-rolling when the 
topic comes up. More education to teachers and admin. would be helpful 
The best possible resource I've gotten from ABC Ontario has been our local coordinator, in this case Beth (London). She has been able to introduce us to a great many 
activities available for kids that I wouldn't have known about otherwise, and is making the effort to reach out and coordinate activities for the London area. Not to 
downplay her efforts at all (because they've been fantastic, and I'm really excited about everything happening!), this has been honestly the sole benefit I've gotten from 
ABC. The forums have little to offer homeschooling families, and there is not much available to distinguish ABC otherwise from Hoagies or GHF. My only other comment is 
that while I understand that functions need to be held on weekends for the vast bulk of people to attend, we are automatically ruled out, both because there is no childcare 
or children's activities available (DH works Th-F-Sa-Su), and it is just entirely too expensive to both drive into Toronto AND pay for the conferences as a low-income family... 
and there is nothing anywhere as to whether or not there are scholarships or discounts available for families earning under $30K. 
I feel that your organization really let me down and my son is now living with his grandparents at age sixteen and he has learned to manipulate everyone around him to get 
everything his own way.  I needed help and support dealing with the challenges of a gifted child and there was no support or help for me.  Now I have very little contact 
with my son, whom I love very much. 
As someone who helped start a chapter in Niagara, the provincial office seems unorganized and the communication is poor. I know there has been some drastic changes so 
I am sure this will be sorted out. We need some encouragement and ideas on how to get parents involved. It has been a tough job getting people engaged.  
Suggest ABC reach parents by communicating directly with the parent councils or 'class parents' if possible of public or private schools with gifted programming. 
I didn't enter a suggested fee for membership because it's dependent upon what you receive in return. What I am paying for matters more than how much I pay. 
The current mandate of the Ministry of Education is to "close the gap" by focusing on student success.  Unfortunately, it seems that the focus is exclusively on closing the 
gap by providing every bit of assistance to struggling students, while the enrichment needs for academically inclined students go completely unmet, even barely 
acknowledged, by many.  We need ABC Ontario to lobby the government by any means possible to bring into focus the fact that student success means helping ALL 
students reach their potential - and that there are HUGE economic benefits to helping the most intellectually talented reach their potential.  Conversely, there are HUGE 
costs when these students are neglected and struggle, even drop out, because of needs going unmet.  Gifted students are an underused human resource, as current 
schools are designed to teach to the middle and keep things level among students.  This needs to change, and the government needs to align practices & policies with 
current research.  Focusing exclusively on struggling students is fine - but there can be major payoffs to including gifted students in the drive for student success.  This issue 
must be recognized to ensure the needs of students who have great potential to contribute to the economy and the advancement of society are met. 
ABC is a wonderful idea and has such potential in helping the public realize that there are gifted children who need understanding and specialized learning environments.  
I volunteer in excess of 5-10 hours per month to ABC local chapter, and for this reason I would find it offensive to have to pay a fee to be a member. 
It would be helpful to provide social opportunities for parents and students for a closer community. 



I would love to see ABC become a favourite resource but right now, it seems to be of limited value to me.  
Thank you for advocating for our kids.   While it is no secret that not all teachers and schools are created equal, we should also look at how we can get the support from the 
teachers on having more tailored learning for kids or even have the motivation to challenge the kids to reach their potential.  Congregated class will not be necessary if kids 
can surely be given the extra learning that they deserve.  
I think this is a very good organization. I am impressed with the format and content of the survey and the offer to contribute in this way. I didn't notice whether there was a 
link to it from the website. Keep up the good work. 
This survey felt problematic as it purported to be about improvements but was really about implementing a fee for service model. Saying that up front would have been 
better.  
-increasing membership is important, but I also recognize that it costs money to get stuff done. -increase visibility of organization (again through membership, but also 
perhaps to educators) -perhaps offer workshops, ideally at individual schools at the end of the day, so individual teachers would learn more about gifted learners and would 
more be more likely to attend since it right in their school (again, I know this takes time, volunteers, and $$) -I like that my local chapter offers workshops for the children 
(Ottawa) -I also liked the idea of an annual conference, but Ottawa is a long drive from southern Ontario (which we drive at least twice a year for family, so I am speaking 
from LOTS of experience), and I am not always keen about driving a long distance during the winter (February).  I also recognize that you will get the highest amount of 
participants by holding it in southern Ontario.  Perhaps there could be video streaming of some of the speakers, etc. for those out of town (for a fee). 
I would like a monthly meeting to meet more people that have sons similar to mine as none of my friends and few of my family members understand our situation and how 
difficult it can sometimes be. 
Our local ABC chapter has been crucial in our board for advocating for special education for bright and gifted children.  I'm sure it would be long gone without it.  ABC 
Ontario has to continue to provide support to local chapters to help them advocate for education opportunities in their boards -- should I have put that somewhere 
previously in this? If so, sorry.   Maybe a section in the website giving advice re. how to lobby to your trustees, that kind of thing. 
Keep up the great work.  My daughter loves her school life ever since she entered the gifted program system.  Things were difficult before grade 4 and the gifted program 
made all the difference.  She is now in grade 9 and we are very grateful she has had access to such incredible teachers and been able to make such close friendships. 
Completed a membership form a year ago.  This is the second time I have been contacted.  Communication should be improved.  Perhaps a welcoming form letter even. 
I enjoyed going to the monthly meetings, conferences and activities when my children were younger. They have now all reached post-secondary level. Thank you 
Over the years, I have found ABC to be an excellent resource in making sense of the Ontario education system.  We arrived in Ottawa six years ago from the UK and we 
came to ABC Ottawa due to a recommendation from son's kindergarten teacher.  Before contact with ABC, we did not realise what 'gifted' meant and we did not know that 
you could meet the criteria but also have weaknesses.  I think that ABC needs to address the myths and advocate further on behalf of children, parents and specialist 
teachers.  The term 'gifted' has to be rebranded - this is not just about the rebranding of a website.  Can I also suggest liaising with Michael Fullan re Deep Learning 
Pedagogy, with Debbie Quail-Blier, PGL teacher at St Brother Andre School, Ottawa re Exploravision success, and Elmwood School on their approach to teaching in today's 
digital environment.  We are seeing a seismic shift in education and I believe that children within ABC can really benefit by these changes. 
Please, please, PLEASE!  Get noses out of navel, and make ABC Ontario viable.  Ask for help.  Look for and listen to feedback (good start with survey!).  Look at numbers... 
it's not rocket science ie. take a five year old gifted kid five seconds to figure it out > no membership + no donations + no money, = no website, no insurance, no lights, no 
ABC Ontario = no ABC Chapters = too bad gifted kids sitting in the 'thinking chair' at the principal's office for being a pain in the neck forever... very very SAD.  ABC Ontario's 
least worry is new logo !  Even these survey questions show that you are off track.   We're hanging on a string here !  Parents need you to get it together, function, and 
help.   We're spending tons of time with high needs kids, up hill with the professionals, teachers, staff, etc., 100's of dollars  per week on therapy and specialized tutors to 
try to get our gifted LD kid through Gr. 12, and 1000's of dollars on sports to keep our other gifted kid and ourselves sane. We are only all together and relatively sane, and 
our kids are 'alive' due to the help of David Croome and Barb Cyr of ABC Peel who have worked tirelessly and pretty much full time for our gifted kids.  It's a bumpy road, I 
know.  Please get to work... on this planet.  Have hope.  Give us hope.  Please. 
Yes, securing funding is important however there must be value provided to membership. Provide more information and link on web site and newsletter.  
When my children were younger, I was an active member of ABC. Our local chapter folded, and I now use the site and materials as a professional reference to share with 
educators. I am on the Gifted Consultancy Team with my board.  
I would like to see more activities and involvement from parents of bright/gifted children.  We face challenges dealing with our children everyday, and would appreciate any 
blog or open forum to share experience when dealing with growing gifted children and teenagers 



I'm most interested in outreach to gifted girls and to gifted children of all genders who live in lower SES communities where their special needs might not be recognized or 
accommodated. Gifted accommodation is a social justice issue and should be recognized as such. 
This is a good first step. It is astonishing that the policy of not charging for membership was allowed to continue for so long when it essentially pulled the rug out from 
under organization. School boards, Dr's etc can write off memberships and if ABC goes in this direction it should set these values extremely high. 
After being a member for over a year, I was happy to finally receive some correspondence and info about an educational opportunity.  Although I wasn't able to attend, I 
was reassured to see an example of some of the work that is being done.  My child does not attend a gifted program for a variety of reasons and I'd really appreciate more 
information/education/resource support for children in this situation, as well as for those in a gifted education program.  I look forward to more correspondence in the 
future. 
I really enjoyed when ABC had day long workshops for parents and kids to coincide with the AGM. I would pay for my child (and me) to attend more events like that, with or 
without the AGM. 

 


